Productivity
boosters for
remote work

The best devices in the world
run Windows 10 Pro.

Now that businesses across the world have been forced to
adjust to remote working, offices have become less important.
The real value is in staying productive, wherever you happen
to be. That’s where having the right kit can help.

Common challenges for remote workers

20%

18%

12%

find communication
and collaboration
challenging

report not being
able to unplug

experience
distractions
at home

These challenges can be solved using a combination of
specialized technology and learning new ways of working.

ACCOMPLISH MORE WITH
THE RIGHT TOOLS
Versatile and powerful laptops are vital for working on the
move, but you can significantly boost productivity by adding
an external keyboard, mouse and monitor at home.

Research shows using multiple monitors
can improve productivity by
up to 42%.1

External keyboards can provide more comfort, customized
key configuration and improved ergonomics.

For detailed work, a large external display with high specs
will help you work much faster than on a smaller screen.

ThinkVision P27u-10

STAY FOCUSED
ON YOUR WORK
Remote work requires discipline. It helps to set up a
dedicated workspace in your home that allows you to focus.

To maintain concentration for yourself and others,
consider a mouse with a silent clicking function.

ThinkBook silent mouse

ThinkPad X1 mouse

BE READY TO WORK
FROM ANYWHERE
Remote working will eventually lead
to more people working from coffee
shops, shared community spaces
and exotic tourist destinations.

11%

of Americans plan
to become ‘digital
nomads’ in the next
two or three years
(2018)2

To gain extra workspace on
the move add a portable
display to your toolkit. It’s
an effective and convenient
option for extending your
laptop screen.

ThinkVision M14

Get the best experience out of remote working and
unlock new levels of productivity with our range of
specialized technology. For more information about
creating a professional toolkit that helps you work
from anywhere, visit

www.lenovo.com/remoteworking
or contact your Lenovo Account Representative.

Source: Jon Peddie Research
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